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ABSTRACT

The Goddard Space Flight Center Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF) was constructed in the 1960's for the purpose of simulating geomagnetic and interplanetary magnetic field environments. The facility includes a three axis Braunbek coil system consisting of 12 loops, 4 loops on each of the three orthogonal axes; a remote Earth field sensing magnetometer and servo controller; and a remote power control and instrumentation building. The inner coils of the Braunbek system are 42-foot in diameter with a 10-foot by 10-foot opening through the outer coils to accommodate spacecraft access into the test volume. The physical size and precision of the facility are matched by only two other such facilities in the world. The facility was used extensively from the late 1960's until the early 1990's when the requirement for spacecraft level testing diminished. New NASA missions planned under the Living with a Star, Solar Terrestrial Probes, Explorer, and New Millennium Programs include precision, high-resolution magnetometers to obtain magnetic field data that is critical to fulfilling their scientific mission. It is highly likely that future Lunar and Martian exploration missions will also use precision magnetometers to conduct geophysical magnetic surveys. To ensure the success of these missions, ground testing using a magnetic test facility such as the GSFC SMTF will be required. This paper describes the history of the facility, the future mission requirements that have renewed the need for spacecraft level magnetic testing, and the plans for restoring the facility to be capable of performing to its original design specifications.

SPACECRAFT MAGNETIC TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY

The Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF) was conceived of in the early 1960's as part of a suite of test facilities designed to support the application of magnetic sensing to space flight missions. The test facility suite included two quiet laboratories equipped with a 12-ft diameter and 15 ft square Braunbek coil, as well as a Magnetic Instrument Test Laboratory (MITL) housing a 20 ft diameter Braunbek coil. Figure 1 shows the layout of the facilities. The original name of the SMTF was the Attitude Control Test Facility (ACTF) and as the name implies it was intended to provide the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) with the capability to evaluate certain aspects of the problem of controlling the attitude of spacecraft in the magnetic environment experienced during space flight. The ACTF was intended to have the following capabilities:

- A controllable magnetic field within a volume large enough to accept complete flight-configuration spacecraft and components larger than can be tested in the MITL.
• Capability of mapping contours of a spacecraft's own inherent magnetic field in a controlled magnetic environment.

• Controlled means for simulation of relative motion between a spacecraft under test and surrounding magnetic fields in space in order to determine the resulting forces acting on the spacecraft.

• A means to verify the effect of magnetic forces deliberately produced to adjust and correct the inherent magnetic characteristics of spacecraft, subsystems, and components for attitude control or removal of interference with onboard magnetic instruments.

The central feature of the SMTF was envisioned to be the large arrangement of coil subsystems capable of producing at its center a homogeneous magnetic field 6 feet in diameter and
controllable from Earth ambient to zero intensity with useful controllable work space extending to a considerably greater diameter. Electronics controls provide automatic compensation for fluctuations in the Earth ambient magnetic field and a capability for manipulating the resultant controlled field in intensity and direction. Table 1 summarizes the SMTF technical capability.

Table 1: Summary of SMTF Technical Capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Access</th>
<th>4.3 x 4.6 meters (14'9&quot; wide x 15'3&quot; high)</th>
<th>3.0 x 3.0 meters (10' wide x 10' high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Magnetic Field Environment</td>
<td>0 to 60,000 nano-Tesla each axis</td>
<td>0.5 nano-Tesla in 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Magnetic Field Environment</td>
<td>0 to 60,000 nano-Tesla each axis</td>
<td>0-100 rad/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Braunbek configuration chosen for the coil system affords a large volume of homogeneous field relative to its physical dimensions, provides easy access to the work space without the need for moving and repositioning any coil loops, and assures the simplest circuit for maintaining a precise relationship among loop currents since all loops on any given axis are connected in series. Each of the three orthogonal coil sets has two large inner coil loops and two smaller outer coil loops. The orthogonal coil loops differ slightly in diameter to avoid physical interference. Each coil set has seven separate windings differing in function, number of turns, and wire size. The winding designations and functions are:

- **Geomagnetic** – For Mean Cancellation of the Earth's Ambient Magnetic Field
- **Artificial** – For Applying Fixed and Dynamic Magnetic Field Vectors
- **Variational** – For Cancellation of All Diurnal Field Variations
- **Temperature** – Automatic Field Adjusting Due to Small Temperature Variations
- **Gradient** – For Magnetic Field Gradient Regulation Across Test Volume
- **Auxiliary** – Two Sets of Spare (unused) Windings

Coil dimensions and spacing of the SMTF are given in Table 2, whereas SMTF winding parameters are given in Table 3. Coils are wound from aluminum wire to match the expansion and contraction of the aluminum coil forms and support structure. Each turn of the winding is wound on the coil form in a uniform circle with connections made to the next turn at a junction box on
Great care was taken in the design of the structure to minimize thermally induced stress that may distort the coils and result in non-linear magnetic fields effects. The aluminum structure was designed to be attached to the floor at a single support, allowing all other support columns to slide on hard coated aluminum plates. The structure holding the coils was designed to be stiff relative to the coil forms so that coil alignment and figure adjustments could be made to the coil forms without affecting other coils or other segments of the same coil. Each coil form is attached to the structure by 16 adjusting screw mechanisms that allow independent fine adjustments to be made in the radial, axial, and tangential direction. The mechanism provides 1.25 inches of adjustment in each axis with the purpose of allowing accurate circularity, location, and orientation of the coils so that the field homogeneity requirements could be achieved. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the coil structure prior to installation of the working level floor. Figure 3 shows the coil adjusting mechanism.

Figure 2: SMTF Braunbek Coil Structure Prior to Center Floor Installation (c1964).
Figure 3: Coil Form Tri-Axial Screw Adjustment Mechanism.

The magnetic field control system utilizes three independent electronic control systems, one to control the geomagnetic field coils, a second to control the artificial field coils, and the third for controlling the gradient field coils. The geomagnetic field control system measures the Earth’s field remote from the influence of the main SMTF field and compensates for any diurnal variations in the Earth’s field. This was accomplished via an automatic geomagnetic servo control loop. The artificial field control system commands the artificial field windings so to control either statically or dynamically the magnitude and direction of an artificial field. The artificial field was then superimposed onto the geomagnetic field. The gradient field control system was designed to control the gradient field coils to compensate for any linear distortion in the geomagnetic fields induced by local magnetic variations.

MAGNETIC CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS FOR SCIENCE MISSIONS

Utilization of the SMTF has declined over the past decade and it is currently rarely used for its original purpose of investigating and verifying spacecraft attitude control systems. The advent of large spacecraft that physically cannot use the facility, sophisticated attitude control computer simulations, as well as instrumentation and techniques that do not require this facility, resulted in a significant reduction in the SMTF workload. This small workload did not warrant the investment of significant maintenance resources. Therefore, only the most serious repairs were
made keeping the facility at a minimal operational status with reduced reliability. This resulted in a further decline in the customer base.

Recently however, there has been a renewed interest in the requirement for a large spacecraft magnetic test facility. Scientific missions with primary requirements for precision magnetic field measurements will utilize constellations of small spacecraft and will need a precision ground test facility to verify that mission requirements will be met. Earth science missions that map the ever changing geomagnetic fields including Magsat, Oersted, and SWARM have end-to-end accuracy requirements on the measured magnetic field of \( \pm 1 \) nano-Tesla (nT) in 50,000 nT. This error includes not only the uncertainty in the knowledge of the magnetic fields arising from the spacecraft, but also errors internal to the magnetometers and the attitude transfer system that allows the magnetic vectors to be registered in inertial coordinates.

Space science missions that investigate the physics of the magnetic fields, dynamic plasmas, and energetic particles (that permeate the solar system from the solar corona to planetary magnetospheres, ionospheres, and outward to the local interstellar medium) often have even more restrictive magnetic cleanliness requirements. In these cases it is not that high absolute accuracy is needed, but rather that the magnetic fields to be measured are very weak (in the order of \( 0.1 \text{nT} - 10 \text{nT} \)). Under these circumstances stray magnetic fields, especially if they vary significantly in time, can create a signal-to-noise and/or aliasing problems. The effects of these stray spacecraft magnetic fields are particularly deleterious to the measurement of low frequency plasma waves and the properties of naturally occurring electric current sheets both of which are essential features of space plasmas. Typical magnetic requirements for such space science missions (e.g., NASA’s Magnetospheric MultiScale Mission) would include fixed stray fields at the magnetometer sensor of \(< 0.1 \text{nT} \) and \(< 0.03 \text{nT} \) (0.1–100 Hz) for variable stray magnetic fields.

Stringent magnetic requirements can only be met through a careful multi-layer design approach. These include: employing twisted pairs for power and return leads wherever possible, screening all components to minimize the amount of magnetic material present, minimizing current loops wherever possible including current loops within the spacecraft structure resulting from poor ground design, careful mounting of magnetometers on long booms, and extensive system level testing to ensure compliance with the science-driven magnetic requirements. Spacecraft typically exhibit complex multi-polar magnetic fields at distance of less than 1 vehicle diameter and become predominantly dipolar by distances of 2–3 vehicle diameters where the boom mounted magnetometers usually reside. Hence, the accurate characterization of spacecraft fields at the location of magnetic field sensors requires accurate tracking and cancellation of the large \((\sim 50,000 \text{nT})\) geomagnetic field and must be located remote from modern sources of magnetic noise such as power systems, elevators, and automobiles. Furthermore, the background magnetic field must be free from large gradients that would give rise to spurious magnetic signals in the presence of any mechanical motion or vibration of the spacecraft or the magnetometers used in the magnetic mapping process.
System level compliance testing for missions requiring the highest order of magnetic cleanliness is only possible if a large magnetic coil facility is available that can cancel the Earth’s geomagnetic field and provide a quiet, uniformly stable, low intensity magnetic environment. Only then is it possible to measure spacecraft magnetic fields of the order of 0.1 nT –10 nT. Expressed as requirements, the test facility must be able to create a magnetic field over a volume of ~8 m³ that is uniform to within ±1 nT, whose magnitude can be pre-determined with an accuracy of ±1 nT, and has a noise level of <1 nT (0–10 Hz rms). Additionally, the magnetic test facility must be able to impose vector changes in 3 directions that are orthogonal to ±10 arcsec, and whose drift will be <±1 nT over a 12 hour period. In addition, it must be possible to impose low frequency (i.e., <10 Hz) magnetic waveforms within the test volume for simulating spacecraft rotation and related dynamics. Finally, if flight programs are to accept science-driven magnetic requirements and embrace compliance testing, the testing facility must offer a suitable environment to handle flight hardware in a safe, low risk manner. As well, the magnetic test facility must function efficiently as to maximize utility and minimize schedule and cost impacts.

**Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility Restoration Project**

The renewed interest and requirements for a large precision spacecraft magnetic test facility resulted in the development of a restoration project for the GSFC SMTF. A previous attempt to improve the declining performance of the SMTF facility was made in 1984 with the integration of a series of new current amplifiers. The amplifiers were installed to provide better power regulation to each of the orthogonal Braunbek coils. Unlike the original 1960's linear current amplifiers, the new amplifiers implemented a PWM (Pulse Width Modulated) topology. This made the new amplifiers much smaller and far more efficient than the original linear amplifiers. However, due to the nature of the new amplifier’s PWM topology, their limited dynamic range compromised the original specifications of the SMTF facility. Equally, inadequately filtered PWM switching noise and offset drift of these amplifiers imposed additional problems to the system. Therefore, improvements to the SMTF facility using the new PWM amplifiers were marginal at best.

Due to many uncertainties of the new PWM current amplifiers, it was decided during the 1984 upgrade project to leave the original 1960's linear amplifiers in place as backup. To do this a series of high current switches were installed in order to have either the original linear current amplifiers, or the PWM current amplifiers, engaged at any given time. This required an extensive rewiring of the SMTF power and control infrastructure – greatly complicating an already complicated control system. In the end what was left was a control system that was unreliable and unstable in one switch position, or more reliable but with more noise and limited dynamic range in the other.
An engineering assessment of the SMTF power and control system was made in the Spring of 2004. It was found that although the original linear current amplifiers were still in the system via the aforementioned power switches, they had degraded to a point where it was unrealistic and uneconomical to restore them to their original operating condition. Furthermore, the original geomagnetic cancellation control system (the controls that monitors and corrects for any observed diurnal changes) was still in use and simultaneously connected to both the original linear power amplifiers and the PWM current amplifiers installed in 1984. This "shared" wiring of the geomagnetic cancellation control system with both the original and PWM power amplifiers resulted in multiple ground loops that in turn caused notable control system instability and self oscillation. This inevitably lead to a closer and more detailed examination of the geomagnetic cancellation control system.

Originally, the Earth's geomagnetic cancellation control system was composed of 3 optically pumped Rubidium magnetometers enclosed within 3 tri-axial Helmholtz coils. That is, since the original magnetometers were scalar instruments, 3 separate Rubidium magnetometers and 3 separate tri-axial Helmholtz coils were required to properly detect and cancel the orthogonal components of the Earth's magnetic field (i.e., North/South, East/West, and vertical components). Furthermore, the output of these optically pumped magnetometers were frequency modulated in that the frequency of their outputs were linearly proportional to the magnitude of flux density sensed in its particular component direction. This was ideal since the magnetometer output signals needed to travel approximately 600 ft. back to where the geomagnetic feedback controller and power amplifiers were located. Being frequency modulated, this effectively eliminated most common and differential mode interferences due to the long transmission.

However, in the mid 1970's after repeated electrical and mechanical problems with the 3 original optically pumped magnetometers, it was decided to replace all 3 of the scalar magnetometers with 1 tri-axial (i.e., vector) fluxgate magnetometer. This in turn required only 1 geomagnetic sensing Helmholtz coil since each Helmholtz coil assembly contained all 3 orthogonal cancellation coils. Thus, with a single Helmholtz coil assembly and a single fluxgate vector magnetometer, the Earth’s magnetic field could be properly detected and negated.

The switchover from scalar to vector magnetometer systems in the mid 1970's left one important factor un-addressed – that was, how to transmit the vector magnetometer output signals, now 3 low-voltage analog outputs, back to the controller with optimum common and differential mode noise rejection. An obvious choice would have been to convert the analog voltage signals at the magnetometer source to proportional output frequencies so that the original scalar magnetometer feedback link could still be used effectively. This however was not done and the output of the vector magnetometer was left as 3 low-voltage analog signals. Additionally, given the output of the original scalar magnetometers were frequency modulated, their 600 ft transmission link back to the geomagnetic controller used common coaxial cable. Subsequently, the low-voltage analog outputs of the vector magnetometer were transmitted back to the geomagnetic controller utilizing
these same coaxial cables, resulting in large common and differential mode interferences due to the length of this transmission. In the years to follow, it is clear that there had been numerous attempts to rectify the noise issue caused by this arrangement. At the time of the Spring, 2004 assessment, it was apparent that all such attempts had failed since this noise issue was still unacceptably high.

**RESTORATION STAGE 2 — CLEAN UP**

In order to improve the power quality and thus the magnetic stability of the SMTF coil facility, all of the original power amplifiers, geomagnetic cancellation controls, and various system modifications had to be removed. This entailed removing all of the 1984 modifications including the power switches between the original linear and updated PWM current amplifiers. As well, it was found in the above assessment that the geomagnetic sensing magnetometer, a ring-core fluxgate, had substantial offset drift. Given this magnetometer's age and degraded condition, it was decided to remove the vector magnetometer equipment including all associated coaxial cabling.

**RESTORATION STAGE 3 — REFIT TO DATE**

Since it was discovered that the original 1960’s linear current amplifiers were too degraded for repair, it was decided to temporarily reinstall the PWM current supplies. This entailed wiring the PWM supplies directly to the coil system via a grounding switch. When the facility is not in use, this switch effectively isolates all orthogonal coil sets from the current amplifiers while simultaneously grounding each coil and transmission cable so to eliminate electrostatic charge from building up within the coil system. As well, this switch has been installed with an automatic emergency release mechanism that disengages the coils from the current amplifiers if an over-current/over-voltage condition is detected and the current amplifiers fail to disable themselves. This redundancy offers a high degree of circuit protection for the SMTF coil assembly.

As mentioned, the geomagnetic sensing and cancellation control systems were also removed due to their degraded condition. In their place, a new geomagnetic sensing magnetometer and control electronics were installed. The newly installed vector magnetometer is an ultra-low noise fluxgate whose low voltage tri-axial outputs are digitized to eliminate any common and/or differential mode interference due to the 600 ft. transmission link back to the controller. Once at the controller the digitized magnetometer information is read serially into a microcontroller running a proportional/integral (PI) control algorithm. Within this algorithm both proportional and integral gains have been selected as to optimize the control and stability of the geomagnetic cancellation servo-loop as per the intended SMTF specifications. As well, the microcontroller is monitored and controlled by a graphical interface program running within the Microsoft Windows environment. This graphical interface enables the operator of the coil facility to both monitor and control all aspects of geomagnetic cancellation, servo-lock, and artificial field operations.
**Restoration Stage 4 – Future Work**

Although the PWM current supplies provide the SMTF coil facility with sufficient power and efficiency, their limited dynamic range and offset instability cause the SMTF to operate just outside its intended specifications. Therefore, new current supplies are currently being developed to allow the SMTF to operate at its full capability. The new current supplies are comprised of both linear and switch mode power topologies. The linear portion of the supplies provides highly stable, ripple-free output current via high power FET drivers. The switch mode portion of the supplies provides a highly regulated, isolated, and noise-free power platform for the linear output stages. As well, in order to maintain the high degree of current regulation required by the SMTF coil facility, the new supplies have been designed using a multiple control-loop architecture. By this hybrid arrangement it was found that this topology provides the high degree of performance required while maintaining the smallest possible amplifier footprint.
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Spacecraft Attitude Control Test Facility Requirements

- A controllable magnetic field large enough to accept complete flight-configuration spacecraft and components

- Controlled means for simulation relative motion between a spacecraft under test and surrounding magnetic fields in space, in order to determine the resulting forces acting on the spacecraft

- Capability of mapping contours of a spacecraft's own inherent magnetic field in a controlled magnetic environment

- A means to verify the effect of magnetic forces deliberately produced to adjust and correct the inherent magnetic characteristics of spacecraft, subsystems, and components for attitude control or removal of interference with onboard magnetic instruments
# Attitude Control Test Facility Performance Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Access</th>
<th>4.3 X 4.6 meters (14'9&quot; wide X 15'3&quot; high)</th>
<th>3.0 X 3.0 meters (10' wide X 10' high)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Access Opening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil Access Opening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static Magnetic Field Environment</th>
<th>0 to ± 60,000 nanoTesla on each axis</th>
<th>0.5 nanoTesla in 24 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>0.001% for spherical diameter of 1.8 meters (6')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy and Stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic Magnetic Field Environment</th>
<th>60,000 nanoTesla on each axis</th>
<th>0-100 rad/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy and Stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility Braunbek Coil

Structural Features

Braunbek Coil Configuration
Aluminum Structure
Very Stiff Structure Relative to Coil Forms
Coil Forms Attached To Structure by Alignment Adjusting Mechanisms
Support Columns Allowed to Slide on Hard Coated Aluminum Plates
Electrically Insulated Members
Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility Coil Features

Seven Winding Groups on Each Coil Form

- Geomagnetic - *Mean Earth’s Field Cancellation*
- Artificial - *Fixed and Dynamic Field Vectors*
- Variational - *Diurnal Variation Cancellation*
- Temperature - *Temperature Compensation*
- Auxiliary - *Spare Windings (two sets)*
- Gradient - *Field Gradient Compensation*

Mechanical Features

- Windings Are Constructed of Aluminum Wire
- Wire Gauge Varies From AWG 2 to AWG 14
- Number of Turns Vary From 1 to 13
- Turns Are Circular With Inter Connecting Junction Between Each Turn
Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility History

- Project Started in 1963
- Prime Contractor: *Aircraft Armaments Incorporated*
- First Spacecraft Test September of 1966
- Final Acceptance Test Completed July 1967

**SMTF Spacecraft Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Image: NASA*
Revalidated Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility Requirements

Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility Workshop September 2003

- Workshop Sponsored By GSFC and Organized by James Slavin of GSFC Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics
- Guests Included Broad Spectrum Of Experts in Field of Magnetic Sensors and Test Facilities
- Workshop Chaired by Brian Anderson from Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory
- As a community of potential users consider the need for a large precision magnetic test facility
- If the need is validated, define the required technical specifications

Workshop Conclusions:

- Numerous NASA Missions are Planned Where Precision Magnetic Field Measurements Are Fundamental to Mission Success
- Ground Testing is Key to Magnetic Measurement Verification
- A Large Magnetic Test Facility Such as The GSFC SMTF Would Provide the Opportunity For Utilizing Optimum Ground Test Methods
- If the GSFC SMTF performance could be returned to the original design specifications, then the facility would be adequate for conducting the required verifications
Get Management Commitment for Resources: Funding, Manpower

**Put the Team Together:**
- Project Manager: *Bob Vernier*
- Hire a Lead Electrical Engineer: *Todd Bonalsky*
- Acquire a Consultant: *Billingsley Magnetics*
- Participation from User: *Dr. Jim Slavin*

**Engineering Study**
- Study Documentation and Current Status to Determine How the System was Originally Designed to Function vs. Its Current Operational State
- Rubidium Reference Magnetometers “Temporarily” Replaced in 1970’s with a Voyager Mission Flux Gate Magnetometer
- In 1990’s An Effort was Made to Replace The Original Current Amplifiers with a Newer Technology. The Result was a System That Could be Switched Between The New Amplifiers And The Old System Amplifiers.
- Many Undocumented Modifications Existed
STEP 1: **Engineering Assessment**

Conduct Independent Measurements to Evaluate Performance
And Troubleshoot to Isolate Problems

- Overall System Performance Was Much Poorer Than Originally Thought
- Analog Output of Geomagnetic Reference Magnetometer Found to be Highly Unstable
- Geomagnetic Control System was Simultaneously Connected to Both the Original and Newer Power Amplifiers Which Resulted in Multiple Ground-Loops within the Feedback Control
- Numerous Other Potential Sources of System Noise and Instability Were Identified
- Greatest Source of Poor Performance was Therefore Found to be Internal to the System, Not Caused by the External Electromagnetic Environment
- Mechanically the Coil Structure and CoilWirings Were Found to be Sound
- Interconnecting Power Cables Appearance Questionable but Performance Not Suspect
Goddard Space Flight Center Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility

Restoration Project

STEP 2: *Clean Up*

In Order to Improve the Power Quality and Thus the Magnetic Stability of the MTS Coil Facility:

- Remove All Original Power Amplifiers, Geomagnetic Feedback Controllers, and Various Modifications From the System
- Remove the Old Geomagnetic Reference Magnetometer and Supporting Electronics
- Eliminate Obvious Electrical Noise Sources By Rewiring Support Infrastructure
- Rebuild Geomagnetic Feedback, Coil Compensation, and Artificial Field Controllers
- Only Equipment Not Rebuilt or Replaced (to date!) Are the PWM Power Supplies
Goddard Space Flight Center Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility

Restoration Project

STEP 3: *Refit*

- Geomagnetic Reference Magnetometer Replaced with New Triaxial Förster Core Fluxgate
- Reference Magnetometer Outputs are Digitized to Eliminate Common and Differential Mode Noise due to the 600 ft. Transmission Link
- Geomagnetic Feedback Controller Electronics Replaced Principally by a Microcontroller Running a PI Control Algorithm
- Microcontroller and Supporting Electronics Monitored and Controlled Via C++ Graphical Interface Program. This Enables the Operator to Monitor and Control All Aspects of Geomagnetic and Artificial Field Operations
- Incorporated New Overhauser Proton and Digital *Zeroing* Magnetometers for Overall System Calibration

**Results**

- Geomagnetic Field Control Noise Reduced One Order of Magnitude to ±3 nT
- Random Step Changes Within the Geomagnetic Nulling Loop Has Been Eliminated
Future Planned Improvements

- Existing Power Supplies Provide the Coil Facility with Sufficient Power and Efficiency but Performance is Outside Specifications
- Existing Power Supplies Will Be Replaced With A New Hybrid Design Comprised of Both High Current Linear and Switch Mode Topologies

The Linear Portion of the Supplies Provides Highly Stable, Ripple-Free Output Current Via High Power FET’s

Switch Mode Portion of the Supplies Provides a Highly Regulated, Isolated, and Noise Free Power Platform for the Linear Output Stages

Power Controls

To Maintain the High Degree of Current Regulation and Stability Required, These Supplies Have Been Designed Using a Multiple Control Loop Topology

- The Inner Current Control Loop Monitors and Regulates the Highly Stable, Ripple-Free Output Current Through the FET Branch Path
- The Outer Programmable Voltage Control Loop is Commanded by the Reference Magnetometer’s Geomagnetic Error Signal
Conclusion

Within the Last Year We Have Successfully Reversed the Deteriorating Performance of the GSFC Spacecraft Magnetics Test Facility. Although Much Remains to be Accomplished Before This Facility is Truly Restored to its Original Specifications, We Are Dedicated in Maintaining This Unique National Facility Which is so Critical to the Success of Future Space Endeavors
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